Every exterior, interior and installation is a bit different and requires different lighting solutions. So for the most unusual projects, standard indoor and outdoor lights and accessories might not be the best answer. That is why, instead of adjusting, combining different indoor and outdoor lights and accessories to build your own system you can order LUMO customized LED lights for your space.

Lumo will check your lighting project and will try to adjust the technical aspect according to your specification as well.

So please feel free to specify your indoor and outdoor lighting expectations towards customized LED lights. Then provide the technical details of your project and LUMO will come up as soon as possible with a solution.
LUMO provides good solutions for your stairs as LED stair lights not only to reduce the chances of accidents but can even add value to the home.

Since LED Strip lights do not use very much energy and so do not cause a dramatic increase in the electricity bill, even if they are left on all night. LED Strip lights come in various colors, enabling a homeowner to pick the color and style that best suits his or her home.
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Decorating and enhancing the look and feel doesn’t have to be a huge financial or time consuming endeavor. Just by changing a few colors, experimenting with new patterns, can provide a great new look.
About the LUMO Aluminum Profiles:

LUMO offers a comprehensive choice of LED Strip Light Aluminum Profiles (also called LED tape profiles, tape channels, LED Strip Light extrusions and tape tracks). Aluminum profiles are premium Extrusions – all designed to accommodate and enclose LUMO LED strip lights, creating a striking LED light-bar.

Here in LUMO we offer a variety of different LED Strip Light Profiles surface mounted, recessed, and corner fitted. They are also available with frosted (diffused), Milky or optic covers. To find out more about our Aluminum Profiles please check out our website: www.lumo.ae.

Why should we use Aluminum Profiles?

Generally aluminum profiles can enable you to fit LED Strip Lights in locations where installation would not be possible without using them. The other reason of using Aluminum Profiles is that, they can be butted together smoothly; giving a continuous effect.

Furthermore they will provide additional protection from touch and moisture for your LED strip lights and offer a professional finish, ideal if the LED Strip Light is on view.
There are many advantages of LED lighting. These energy efficient lights produce less heat than many other devices. By embedding LED lights and wiring into LED extrusions, the lighting can be used in unique ways to improve safety, visual appeal and improve marketing approaches.
PART NUMBER EXPLANATION

LU-X-XXXX-X-X

Company Name
LUMO

Mounting Type
P: Pendant
S: Surface Mounted
R: Recessed
C: Clips Mounted
O: Other Type Mounting

Product Size
example:
1506 width 15mm, height 6mm

Different Form of Cover
A / B / C / D / F / G

Profile Type
F: Flex Profile
N: NEW Profile
L: Linear Profile
E: Eco Profile
W: Water Proof Profile

FOR EXAMPLE:

LU P 6070 B L

LUMO
Pendant Mounted profile
60mm Width and 70mm Height
B type Cover
Linear
ICON DESCRIPTION

Pendant

Surface mounted

Recessed

Clip mounted

Others
Many people have found that using suspended lamps can offer a great light source while also adding a unique and fresh design to a work area. These Aluminum Profiles offer all the advantages of any LED fixture; however, their unique design and customizable options ensure that you have the illumination you need while also creating an appealing addition to the room's décor.
FLEX PROFILE

LUC1806AF

LUC3916AF

P10

P11
LUC1806AF

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/ Painting
PC cover: Diffuser / Transparent/ Opal
Lighting source width: 13mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Artistic design/ Creative design

COVER
Trans: 18052
Opal: 18063
Diffuser: 18064

END CAP
Hole: 18058
WAC hole: 18069

CLIP
18060
LUC3916AF

Material: AL6083-T5
Surface: Anodized/ Painting
PC cover: Diffuser
Lighting source width: 30 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Artistic design / Creative design

COVER
Diffuser: 39164

END CAP
Hole: 39168
WO hole: 39169

CLIP
39160

CONNECTOR
LR3916017
LR3916018
LED extrusions offer consumers a better option than traditional methods of lighting homes and businesses. While with these lights there may be more initial expense, the customer often saves more than the initial cost during the first year of energy savings.
**LUC7024AN**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC/PMMA cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 12 mm x2pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting/Indoor lighting

**COVER**

- Trans 17072
- Opal 17073
- Diffuser: 17074

**END CAP**

- Hole 17078
- WO hole: 17079

**CLIP**

- 23230

---

**LUC4025AN**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC/PMMA cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 12 mm x2pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting/Indoor lighting

**COVER**

- Trans 17072
- Opal 17073
- Diffuser: 17074

**END CAP**

- Hole 40258
- WO hole: 40259

**CLIP**

- 1919K0
**LUC0810AN**

Material: AL6063-T5  
Surface: Anodized Painted  
PC/PMMA cover: Diffuser / Transparent / Opal  
Lighting source width: 6 mm  
Available lengths: 0.5-3m  
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**LUC1912AN**

Material: AL6063-T5  
Surface: Anodized Painted  
PC/PMMA cover: Diffuser / Transparent / Opal  
Lighting source width: 12 mm  
Available lengths: 0.5-3m  
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

[Image of LUC0810AN and LUC1912AN profiles]
LUC3609BN

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Diffuser
Lighting source width: 6 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

COVER
END CAP
PMMA
CLIP
Diffuser: 36094
Hole: 36098
WO hole: 36099
LP36095
36090

LUS1922AN / LUS1922BN

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC/PMMA cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
Lighting source width: 16 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

COVER
END CAP
Trans: 19222
Opal: 19223
Diffuser: 19224
Trans: 1922B2
Opal: 1922B3
Diffuser: 1922B4
Hole: 19228
WO hole: 19229
Hole: 1922B8
WO hole: 1922B9
**LUC2323AN**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC/PMMA cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 12 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Trans: 17072
- Opal: 17073
- Diffuser: 17074

**END CAP**
- Hole: 23238
- W/O hole: 23239

**CLIP**
- 23230

---

**LUC3528AN**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC/PMMA cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 19 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Diffuser: 28284

**END CAP**
- Hole: 35286
- W/O hole: 35289

**CLIP**
- 3525S
**LUO1712AN**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Lighting source width:** 10 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Diffuser: 17124

**END CAP**
- Hole: 17128
- W/O hole: 17129

**CONNECTOR**
- 171201
- 171202
- 171203

**LUC2033AN**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Lighting source width:** 16 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Diffuser: 20334

**END CAP**
- Hole: 20338
- W/O hole: 20339

**CLIP**
- 20238
LUS4507AN

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PCI/ PMMA cover:** Diffuser / Transparent / Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 42 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

COVER
- **Diffuser:** 45174

END CAP
- **Hole:** 45078
- **Hole:** 45079

LUC2020AN

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PCI/ PMMA cover:** Diffuser / Transparent / Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 12 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

COVER
- **Diffuser:** 20204

END CAP
- **Hole:** 20208
- **Hole:** 20209

CLIP
- **LP2020018**
- **LP2020019**

CONNECTOR
- **MAGNET**
LUP3030AN

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/ Painting
PC/ PMMA cover: Diffuser
Lighting source width: 21 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

Cover: Diffuser: 30304
End Cap: Hole: 30308
W/O hole: 30309
Pendant: 3030H
When planning the new design or changes, toilets, sinks, countertops, and flooring are all important considerations. No matter what changes you make, there is one thing that you can do that take the look and feel, the whole experience, to a new level: incorporate LED lighting!
Not only LED suspended lights are brighter and clearer than other forms of lighting, they are also more energy efficient and cost efficient in public areas.
**LUS3535AL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser (Smooth/ Streak)
- **Power:** 0-30W/m
- **Lumens:** 2100lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 15 mm x2pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

---

**LUP5050AL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Power:** 0-40W/m
- **Lumens:** 3000lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 13 mm x3pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
LUP3050AL

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/ Painting
PC cover: Diffuser (Smooth/ Streak)
Power: 0-40W/m
Lumens: 3000lm/m
Lighting source width: 15 mm x2pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

LUP6070BL / LUP6070CL

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/ Painting
PC cover: Diffuser
Power: 0-60W/m
Lumens: 5000lm/m
Lighting source width: 10 mm x5pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
**LUP3890AL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Power:** 0-40W/m
- **Lumens:** 3000lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 10 mm x3pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Smooth: 38904

**END CAP**
- Hole: 3890B
  - W/O hole: 38909

**PENDANT**
- 6070H

---

**LUP3890BL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Power:** 0-40W/m
- **Lumens:** 3000lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 10 mm x3pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Smooth: 3890B4

**END CAP**
- Hole: 3890B8
  - W/O hole: 3890B9

**PENDANT**
- 6070H
**LUP4975AL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Power:** 0-40W/m
- **Lumens:** 3000lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 8 mm x3pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**LUS3030EL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Power:** 0-30W/m
- **Lumens:** 2500lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 10 mm x2pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
**LUS4945AL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized / Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Power:** 0-50W/m
- **Lumens:** 4000lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 10 mm x 4pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**LUS3085AL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized / Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Power:** Up 0-25W/m / Down 0-25W/m
- **Lumens:** Up 2000lm/m / Down 2000lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** Up 13 mm x 2pcs / Down 13 mm x 2pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
**LUR6332AL**

- Material: AL6063-T5
- Surface: Anodized/ Painting
- PC cover: Diffuser
- Power: 0-50W/m
- Lumens: 4000lm/m
- Lighting source width: 10 mm x4pcs
- Available lengths: 0.5-3m
- Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

---

**LUR8090BL**

- Material: AL6063-T5
- Surface: Anodized/ Painting
- PC cover: Diffuser (Smooth/ Streak)
- Power: 0-50W/m
- Lumens: 4000lm/m
- Lighting source width: 15 mm x3pcs
- Available lengths: 0.5-3m
- Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
LUR9240AL

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/ Painting
PC cover: Diffuser (Smooth/ Streak)
Power: 0-50W/m
Lumens: 4000lm/m
Lighting source width: 10 mm x4pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

LUR3525AL

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/ Painting
PC cover: Diffuser
Power: 0-30W/m
Lumens: 2100lm/m
Lighting source width: 10 mm x2pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
LUO1046AL

Material: AL5063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Transparent/Opal
Power: 0-15W + 0-15W /m
Lumens: 1000lm/m + 1000lm/m
Lighting source width: 12 mm x2pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

LUO6628AL

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Transparent/Opal
Power: 0-15W/m
Lumens: 1000lm/m
Lighting source width: 12 mm x1pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
LUO5528AL

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Transparent/Opal
Power: 0-15W/m
Lumens: 1000lm/m
Lighting source width: 12 mm x 1 pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

LUO5528BL

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Transparent/Opal
Power: 0-15W/m
Lumens: 1000lm/m
Lighting source width: 13 mm x 1 pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
LUP1880AL

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized / Painting
PC cover: Diffuser (Streak)
Power: 0-150W/m
Lumens: 12000lm/m
Lighting source width: 15 mm x 10pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

COVER
- Streak:18804
- Hole:18808
- W/O hole:18809

END CAP
- 1880H
**LUC3543AL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser (Smooth/ Streak)
- **Power:** 0-30W/m
- **Lumens:** 2100lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 15 mm x2pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Smooth :35354
- Streak 35355

**END CAP**
- Hole:35438
- WO hole: 35439

---

**LUS4335AL**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser
- **Power:** 0-30W/m
- **Lumens:** 2100lm/m
- **Lighting source width:** 15 mm x2pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Smooth :50364

**END CAP**
- Hole:43358
- WO hole: 43359

---

**LUMO® | 35**
When it comes to home interiors, the kitchen is one area that often takes center stage. So much of today’s lifestyle takes place in the kitchen, so it is no wonder that kitchen is one of the most important rooms in the house when it comes to resale.

Kitchens that are functional, safe, efficient, modern, and offer plenty of room for storage and entertaining, are extremely desirable for home buyers.
**LUC1506AE**

- **Material**: AL6063-T5
- **Surface**: Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover**: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width**: 11 mm
- **Available lengths**: 0.5-3m
- **Application**: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting, Cabinet lighting/ Wardrobe lighting

**COVER**

- Trans : 15062
- Opal : 15063
- Diffuser : 15064

**CLIP**

- Hole 15068
- WO hole: 15069

**LUC1612DE**

- **Material**: AL6063-T5
- **Surface**: Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover**: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width**: 11 mm
- **Available lengths**: 0.5-3m
- **Application**: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting, Decorative design

**COVER**

- Trans : 1506D2
- Opal : 1506D3
- Diffuser : 1506D4

**CLIP**

- Hole 16128
- WO hole: 16129

---

**LUMO® | 38**
**LUC2212AE**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 11 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3 m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
  Decorative design

**COVER**

- Trans: 15062
- Opal: 15063
- Diffuser: 15064

**END CAP**

- Hole: 22128
- W/O hole: 22129

**CLIP**

- 15060

---

**LUC1908AE**

- **For IP65**
- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 11 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3 m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
  Decorative design

**COVER**

- Trans: 19082
- Opal: 19083
- Diffuser: 19084

**END CAP**

- Hole: 19088
- W/O hole: 19089

**CLIP**

- 17070

---
**LUO2626AE**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent
- **Lighting source width:** 11 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Trans: 26262
- Diffuser: 26264

**END CAP**
- Hole: 26266
- W/O hole: 26269

---

**LUO2711AE**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 12 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting

**COVER**
- Trans: 27112
- Opal: 27113
- Diffuser: 27114

**END CAP**
- Hole: 27118
- W/O hole: 27119
**LUO2621AE**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/ Transparent/ Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 12 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting, Decorative design

**COVER**
- Trans: 27112
- Opal: 27113
- Diffuser: 27114

**END CAP**
- Hole 26218
- WO hole 26219

---

**LUO2335AE**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/ Transparent/ Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 13 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting, Decorative design

**END CAP**
- Hole 23358
- WO hole 23359
LUO6009AE

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
Lighting source width: 13 mm x3pcs
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
TRAN: 30092
Opal: 30063
Diffuser: 30064

END CAP
Hole: 60086
WO hole: 62099

LUC1520AE

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
Lighting source width: 11 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Cabinet lighting/ Wardrobe lighting

COVER
TRAN: 15202
Opal: 15203
Diffuser: 15204

END CAP
Hole: 15208
WO hole: 15209

CLIP
LP1505019
LUC2114AE / LUC2114BE

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent
- **Lighting source width:** 8 mm x2pcs
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
  Decorative design

---

LUS2618AE / LUS2618BE

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/ Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 22 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
  Decorative design

---
LUR5210AE

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized / Painting
PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
Lighting source width: 22 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
Trans: 52102
Opal: 52103
Diffuser: 52104

END CAP
Hole: 52108
WO hole: 52109

CLIP
5210S

LUC2020AE

Material: AL5063-T5
Surface: Anodized / Painting
PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
Lighting source width: 12 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
Trans: 20202
Opal: 20203
Diffuser: 20204

END CAP
Hole: 20208
WO hole: 20209

OTHERS
2020019
15080
2020H
LUR2325AE

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
Lighting source width: 19 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
Trans: 23102
Opal: 23103
Diffuser: 23104

END CAP
Hole 23258
WO hole 23259

LUS2828AE

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
Lighting source width: 19 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
Trans: 26282
Opal: 26283
Diffuser: 26284

END CAP
Hole 26288
WO hole 26289
**LUS2628AE**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 19 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting | Decorative design

**LUS2019AE / LUS2019BE**

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 15 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting | Decorative design

**END CAP**

- **Hole 26288**
- **W/O hole 26289**

**COVER**

- **Trans 28282**
- **Opal 26283**
- **Diffuser 28284**

**COVER**

- **Trans 20162**
- **Opal 20163**
- **Diffuser 20164**

**LUS2019AE**

**LUS2019BE**
LUP2119AE/LUP2119BE/LUP2119CE

- **Material:** AL5053-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- **Lighting source width:** 16 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
  Decorative design

LUC3030AE / LUC3030BE

- **Material:** AL6063-T5
- **Surface:** Anodized/Painting
- **PC cover:** Diffuser/Transparent
- **Lighting source width:** 20 mm
- **Available lengths:** 0.5-3m
- **Application:** Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
  Decorative design
**LUC2310AE**

- Material: AL6063-T5
- Surface: Anodized/Painting
- PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- Lighting source width: 20 mm
- Available lengths: 0.5-3m
- Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
  Decorative design

**COVER**
- Trans: 23102
- Opal: 23103
- Diffuser: 23104

**END CAP**
- Hole: 23108
  WO hole: 23109

**CLIP**
- 231002

---

**LUO2513AE**

- Material: AL6063-T5
- Surface: Anodized/Painting
- PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
- Lighting source width: 8 mm
- Available lengths: 0.5-3m
- Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
  Decorative design

**END CAP**
- Hole: 25138
  WO hole: 25139

**OTHERS**
- SN001
LUS5555AE / LUS5555BE

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/ Painting
PC cover: Diffuser/Transparent/Opal
Lighting source width: 51 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3 m
Application: Commercial lighting / Indoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
- Trans: 555582
- Opal: 555553
- Diffuser: 555554

END CAP
- Hole: 55558
- W/O hole: 55559
- Trans: 555588
- Opal: 555583
- Diffuser: 555584
- W/O hole: 555589
Due to LUMO Aluminum Profiles high integrity and compact size, they are ideal for use in bathroom, shower, floor applications, Swimming pools or areas exposed to water. It is designed to achieve waterproof IP68 waterproof level.
WATERPROOF PROFILE

LUC2319AW

LUC2319BW

LUC3031AW

LUO2020AW

P52
P52
P52
P53
LUC2319AW / LUC2319BW

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Diffuser
Lighting source width: 20 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Outdoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
END CAP
OTHERS

LUC3031AW

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Diffuser
Lighting source width: 20 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Outdoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
END CAP
CLIP
HEAT SINK
LUO2020AW

Material: AL6063-T5
Surface: Anodized/Painting
PC cover: Diffuser
Lighting source width: 12 mm
Available lengths: 0.5-3m
Application: Commercial lighting / Outdoor lighting
Decorative design

COVER
Diffuser: 20204

END CAP
Hole: 20208
W/O hole: 20209
You might think about a fresh new coat of paint or some new landscaping features, however if you are looking for that WOW factor, or that jaw dropping 1st impression, consider adding LUMO’s LED profiles to exterior paths, driveways, and parking areas, of your home or office.